Do we Read what we Share?
Analyzing the Click Dynamic of News Articles Shared on Twitter

Motivation

• News and information spread over social media can have big impact on thoughts, beliefs, and opinions
  • Important to understand the sharing dynamics on these forums ...

• Most studies trying to capture these dynamics rely only on Twitter’s open APIs to measure how frequently articles are shared/retweeted
  • They do not capture how many users actually read the articles linked in these tweets ...

... here, we instead focus on the clicks leading to linked articles ... 
... and measure + analyze these over time.
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Contributions at a glance

• Two main contributions
  • A novel longitudinal measurement framework
  • The first analysis of how the number of clicks changes over time

• Example observations from temporal analysis
  • Noticeable differences in the relative number of clicks vs. retweets occurring at different parts of the news cycle
  • Retweet data often underestimates biases towards clicking popular links/articles
  • Significant differences in the clicks-per-tweets ratio, including (alarmingly) many links with more retweets than clicks
  • Significant age biases, including relatively high initial click rates for articles younger than a week and much more stable click rates for older and long-term popular articles
  • Insights into how age-dependent popularity skews and age-dependent churn impact the clicks observed by different classes of links

• We validate our findings (and identify invariants) using both data from May 2017 and a per-website-based analysis
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- However, the gap is still substantial at the end of the 120 hour period.
  - This highlighting that the “older” category includes many links to long-term popular articles.
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